The problem of identifying the sources of a denial of service attack is among the hardest in the Internet security area, especially since attackers often use incorrect, or spoofed, source IP addresses. In this paper we present the results from a comparison between some of the most promising traceback techniques proposed to solve this problem. Our goal was to evaluate and analyse the most promising techniques on our way to find a more efficient approach. We have evaluated four different traceback approaches and summarized the results. Our own research were primary targeted at the iTrace approaches while the other approaches were evaluated based on the previous work. We conclude that there are two main disadvantages of the proposed approaches. First, the hop-byhop path reconstruction is inefficient due to a significant computation overhead, or a long time spent for collecting the samples of the path. Second, the path reconstruction requires changes in the core routing structure that is not profitable. We also suggest a slightly modified version of iTrace approach which aims at reducing the overhead imposed by such changes.
Introduction
Denial-of-service (DOS) attacks are a pressing problem in today's Internet. Their impact is often more serious than network congestion due to their targeted and concentrated nature. In a distributed DOS (DDOS) attack, the attacker uses a number of compromised slaves to increase the transmission power and orchestrate a coordinated flooding attack. Highly automated attack tools have been developed where a common ingredient is the use of spoofed source addresses. Particularly, DDOS attacks with hundreds or thousands of compromised hosts, often residing on different networks, may lead to the target system overload and crash. Due to the stateless nature of the Internet, the dilution of locality in the flooding stream combined with spoofed source addresses undermines the effectiveness of traceback techniques for locating the sources. By the use of IP spoofing, stepping stone techniques, and zombie slaves, attackers can quite easily hide their identity. Therefore, finding the true identity of an attacker includes many steps of which tracing the machines that directly generates the attack packets really is only the first step.
Another way to render efficient DDOS attacks, which do not include the use of compromised slaves, is by bounc-ing flooding traffic off of reflectors. Attackers can thereby effectively hide their own location. In this scenario the attacker sends a false request to the reflector on behalf of the victim, which is done by setting the victim IP address as the source address. By spoofing requests from the victim to a large set of Internet servers (for example DNS, Gnutella, and web servers) attackers can make it very difficult for a victim to isolate the attack traffic in order to block it. As pointed out in [11] it proves impractical to defeat reflector attacks with traceback techniques, especially since the source addresses that reach a victim are the true IP address of each reflector. Therefore reflector attacks are not particularly considered in the context of traceback.
During recent years the problem with DOS attacks has become well known, but it has been difficult to find a way to measure the denial of service activity in the Internet as a whole. As far as we know there is only one publication in this area [4] . In this publication they have been able to measure, with some reliability, the activity of DOS attacks (excluding reflector attacks). The experimental measurements give a conservative lower bound of approximately 20-40 attacks per hour in the whole Internet, directed to different network prefixes, with the mean duration of 10-15 minutes. If these results are correct, they give us a very sad imagination of today's Internet security.
The problem of tracing streams of spoofed packets has received considerable attention recently, and several approaches have been introduced in the Internet society. One technique is Ingress filtering as described in RFC 2827 [13] . The idea with ingress filtering is that packets from an edge network should be filtered using the prefix for that network. Any packet carrying an IP address with a wrong prefix should be blocked at the filtering router and not allowed to continue towards its destination. If ingress filtering could be implemented everywhere tracing traffic would be unnecessary. The problem is that it is not likely that all edge networks will ever implement this even though it is in use today. Therefore our believe is that it will still be interesting to find efficient traceback techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide a short description of proposed techniques in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce the parameters we have used for comparison. In Section 4 we present a modified iTrace approach and describe result in Section 5. Finally we summarize in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.
Traceback approaches
We have chosen to sort proposed traceback techniques into three distinct categories:
1. Actively querying routers about traffic they forward.
2. Creating a virtually overlay network for selective monitoring of packet flows.
3. Identifying the attack path by reconstruction, using a collection of packets, marked or especially generated by routers along the attack path.
A simple scheme of the first category is in use today. If a victim recognizes that it is being attacked it develops an attack signature, consisting of some data common and unique to the attack traffic. A query including the attack signature is then sent hop-by-hop to each router along the path. This presuppose that each routing device supports input debugging and is able to tell through which interface a packet corresponding to the attack signature arrived. This technique is however not very efficient and requires a lot of manpower and good contacts with other network providers. Some ISP's 1 may have implemented a more sophisticated and automated technique for this to speed up the trace procedure within their own network. A drawback of all techniques in the first category is that tracing can only be done during an ongoing attack.
In the second category we have placed different logging techniques [8, 12] . In general it is not feasible to use logging since it often requires huge storage capacities, but within this category there is one very interesting approach, Hash-Based IP traceback [8] , more common called SPIE. With the use of an efficient logging technique, only collecting hashes of the packets, it is possible to trace a single route of one packet.
The third category includes different variants of probabilistic packet marking (PPM), first proposed by Savage and colleagues [2] , and ICMP traceback (iTrace), first proposed by Bellovin and colleagues [5] .
The basic idea behind PPM is the use of edge sampling. A packet on the path is with a certain probability marked by two routers on the way, forming an edge. Each marked packet then represents a sample of the whole path. The victim receives all packets and can thereby use the marked packet to reconstruct the entire path back to the source. An enhanced version of PPM has been presented by Song and Perrig [3] . They noticed that if the victim knows the map of its upstream routers the computation and reconstruction can be done much more efficient.
The basic idea behind iTrace is that every router should sample a packet with some probability, copy its content onto a special ICMP packet, add information about the adjacent upstream and/or downstream routers and send it towards the same destination as the original packet. The victim of an attack can then use these packets to reconstruct 1 Internet Service Providers the paths back to the attackers. An observation made of this solution was that it is much more likely that the victim will get iTrace packets from routers nearby than from routers far away. A variant of iTrace, called intention-driven iTrace [6, 7] propose a solution to this, which increase the probability of receiving an iTrace message when needed. By using a special intention value that can be propagated to routers through BGP 2 updates it is possible for a host or victim to raise the probability of receiving iTrace packets from remote routers.
A common disadvantage of the first category is that tracing can not be done post mortem, after an attack has stopped. Within the second category, all techniques expect SPIE requires huge storage capacity. Even though SPIE is a promising technique, and is unique in that it can trace a single packet, it suffers from a very tight timelimit and costly investments. Therefore we have chosen to focus on the various techniques proposed within the third category.
Evaluation of the suggested approaches
We have simulated the different traceback approaches on a linear, star, and tree topology. The results of the simulations were verified and compared to the results of mathematical analysis, where possible. We have selected four distinct parameters for comparison and evaluation of different traceback approaches, 1. the number of packets required for a complete path reconstruction 2. the computation overhead of a reconstruction procedure 3. the robustness of a traceback mechanism in case of a large-scale DDOS
the deployment overhead
The first parameter represents estimated time for collecting enough packets to get required information for the reconstruction. The second parameter represents estimated time required for processing collected information to be able to reconstruct the path back to the attackers. It is desirable to minimize these two characteristics to achieve a fast response to an attack, and diminish the damage. The third parameter, the definition of robustness, was first given by Song and Perrig [3] . They introduced two terms: false positive, a path that do not take part in an attack but it is reconstructed by a traceback mechanism, and false negative, a path that take part in an attack but it is not reconstructed.
The traceback approach is robust if it gives a relatively low rate of false positives and false negatives, and if the rate does not grow rapidly with increased number of attackers. The fourth parameter, the deployment overhead, can not be measured or calculated directly but can be evaluated by means of common sense.
The choice of these parameters is motivated by our aspiration for a solution to the IP traceback problem that is time and cost efficient, and gives a high precision.
Methodology
Our evaluation is based on the contribution of previously published papers [2, 3, 7] , simulations in the network simulator [10] and mathematical analysis.
The network simulator was extended to be used with both the PPM methods as well as with the two approaches of iTrace. The attack traffic was simulated by the UDP agents attached to every attack node and which were configured to send traffic with a rate of about 500 pkt/s. The connecting links between routers were configured to propagate data with high speed and minimal loss-rate in the queues (this was achieved by setting up high bandwidth of the links ). A victim node collected all required data and stored it into a file. These data were further processed in matlab. The goal of the simulations was to evaluate statistically the behavior of the chosen approaches therefore every simulation with the same configuration was performed 100 times. In our simulation we used different topologies: linear topology, star and tree topology. In case of a tree topology a victim was located at the root of a balanced tree while the attackers were at the leaves of the tree.
Number of packets required for reconstruction
The purpose of path reconstruction is to find the IP address of an attacking host or at least the address of the router closest to the attacking host. During the reconstruction procedure we have to verify that the reconstruction path is complete and correct. Neither PPM nor iTrace approaches provide a mechanism for verifying the completeness of the The edge marking algorithm in PPM depends primarily on the marking probability . This parameter defines the fraction of packets which are marked by a router. The expected number of collected packets required for path reconstruction for a linear topology is bounded by:
where is the number of samples required for reconstruction of a single edge between two routers and " is the length of the path from the victim to the attacker [2] .
The method suggested by Savage and colleagues assumes 6 5 . Figure 1 represents the graph of this equation As Figure 1 indicates, with a value of around 4-5%, the number of packets required for path reconstruction is minimized, and does not exceed
for all values of " in the interval between 2 and 32. It is remarkable that this number neither depends on topology nor the number of attackers. Assuming that the rate of emitting attack packets is equal to 10 packets per second, per attacking host (which is an extremely low rate [4] ), we yield that the attacking hosts have to generate traffic as long as 5-7 minutes before a victim is able to reveal the whole path.
The method proposed by Song and Perrig requires less packets although the robustness suffers in this case [3] . The iTrace approach depends on the ICMP packet generating probability A , which indicates the fraction of the packets being traced by a particular router. If, for example, this parameter is equal to 1/20000, it means that one packet out of 20000 is picked up to be traced and an ICMP packet containing information about the route of this packet is issued towards the destination. Given that routers add one adjacent router, the reconstruction of the path from a victim to an attacker is possible if all the routers have generated at least one ICMP packet. We have found an appropriate formula showing the expected number of packets required to be generated by an attacking host (in case of linear topology), in order to make sure that all routers along the path have generated at least one ICMP packet.
where " is the length of the path from the victim to the attacking host. The proof of the formula is given in the Appendix. Figure 2 represents the graph of this equation. Figures 3 and 4 show the dependency on a distance from an attacker to a victim for the particular values of parameters (for Savage and colleagues) and © packets. However, in real life, this value should be at least 10 times higher. This correction is introduced by the following two reasons. First, the simulations on the network simulator have shown the dependency on the routing topology. Figure 5 represents the graph of the expected number of packets in case of a binary tree topology and 3-ary tree topology compared to a linear topology. This figure shows that the number of packets required for path reconstruction may be significantly higher in case of a complicated topology even if only the attack traffic presents.
Second, the rate of attack packets emitted by a particular host can be quite low compared to the legitimate background Internet traffic. This reduces the probability that an attack packet can be sampled by a router. Assuming an average rate of about & # 9
emitting attack packets per second per attacking host [4] , we yield that the attacking hosts should generate traffic as long as 2-3 hours before a victim is able to reveal the whole path. The parts of the path, however, can be reconstructed after a few minutes, but the pieces of the path, obviously, do not disclose the origin of the attack, although they can provide valuable information pointing where to add traffic filters. In order to minimize the total number of attack packets required for path reconstruction, we have to raise the generating probability A at least 10-20 times. However, this could be inappropriate due to the significant traffic overhead caused by the iTrace packets. Intention-driven iTrace can improve the situation and eliminate the influence of the topology and background traffic, although the propagation of the "intention" value through BGP updates may be quite slow, delaying the invocation of the intention driven mechanism. Another problem with intention driven iTrace is that it may cause instability in the routing mechanism due to frequent updates in the routing table. where is the maximal distance to the attackers and is the number of attacking hosts. The large overhead is explained by the constraint to break the IP address of a router into eight pieces to fit each piece into the fragmentation field in the IP header. Consequently, the path reconstruction of all attacking sources can take hours or days [3] .
Computation overhead
The complexity of the path reconstruction in the traceback approach proposed by Song and Perrig depends primarily on the topology of the map of upstream routers instead of the number of attackers, and does not have a large overhead. The complexity of the path reconstruction is upper bounded by $ % $ and therefore scales well, although the reconstruction procedure requires some intensive calculations. The complexity of the reconstruction procedure in iTrace is upper bounded by $ & $ , and the reconstruction mechanism does not require significant and cumbersome calculations. 
Robustness
In terms of robustness both the PPM approaches are insufficiently robust. The Savage algorithm gives a very high rate of false positives. Simulations in the network simulator have shown that false positives can even appear when the number of attackers is as low as five. Such behavior is explained, again, by a constraint to break the router's IP address into eight pieces, rising the probability of the accidentally incorrect reconstructed paths at the victim side. The Song and Perrig approach instead suffers from a possible high rate of false negatives. This is primary connected to the use of a map of upstream routers. If the map is not accurate or not correspond to the real topology, then the paths to some attackers cannot be reconstructed. In fact, no PPM approach is "collision-resistant" in the sense that ambiguous representation of the same edge increases the rate of false positives during the reconstruction procedure. The iTrace approach introduces a higher robustness, and does not suffer much from false positives. However, a host may not be discovered if it is sending a low volume of attack traffic. The robustness of iTrace is more influenced by insufficient information about the attack paths gathered at the victim, rather than ambiguous representation of information.
We would like to note that any traceback approach, which uses a path reconstruction mechanism, will suffer from false positives due to two main reasons. First, it is difficult to prove whether the path is reconstructed completely or partly. A partially reconstructed path is considered as a false negative, since the reconstruction procedure returns the IP address of a host which is not actually involved in the attack and just lies somewhere in the middle of the path. Second, a single mistake on one step of the hop-by-hop path reconstruction procedure can imply multiple false negatives on the subsequent steps.
Deployment overhead and cost
One of the desired features of a traceback approach is incremental deployment into the current Internet structure, at low cost. The expenses for deployment of traceback should not exceed the losses from the denial of service activity. Unfortunately, all proposed approaches require a significantly high level of expenses since they require changes in routers present in the current Internet structure. The authors of the PPM scheme claim that their approach is incrementally deployable but this has not been thoroughly evaluated. For iTrace, the reconstruction of the whole path requires the participation of every other router on the path. Intention-driven iTrace has the drawback that it imposes a change in a somewhat sensitive BGP protocol.
A modified iTrace approach
As we have seen from the previous sections, the main drawbacks of the iTrace approach are a large number of attacking packets required for the path reconstruction and significant overhead caused by necessity to implement the iTrace mechanism on every router. While the first drawback can be (at least, theoretically) solved by tuning the generating probability A , the second drawback requires a modification in the mechanism itself in order to add such a desirable characteristics as "incremental deployment" and reduce the overhead by implementing the iTrace mechanism only an a small amount of the routers.
An obvious improvement of the second drawback is the marking of the iTrace messages (issued by one router) on the other routers thereby creating a chain of the routers which the message traverses on its path. However, this method suppose checking every packet in a router, which is inefficient. Instead, we suggest to select packets with a relatively low probability (which we denote as a selecting probability ) from the queue in a router and if the selected packet is an iTrace message then mark it by adding some additional information to the body of the message. In other words, the router that implements iTrace should not only generate iTrace messages but also examine the randomly chosen packets and, if the examined packet is an iTrace message from another router, add its own IP address to a special field of the iTrace message. The reconstruction procedure at the victim side will use this information to fill in the "gaps" between the routers which do not implement the iTrace mechanism.
The selecting probability should be low to avoid a processing overhead but, from the other hand, it should not be very low, since this decreases the probability of marking iTrace messages by the other routers. We suggest to select the value for from 0.05 to 0.1, because this gives an insignificant processing overhead on a router and, as experiments have shown, this value is sufficient for marking a reasonably high amount of iTrace messages.
We have proved that this approach allows successfully reconstruct the path back to the router which is the nearest to the attaching host and which implements the modified iTrace mechanism. The reconstruction is possible even if only a part of the routers implements the modified iTrace mechanism. Moreover, a small amount of such routers, which located in some distance from each other, can do this work better than a large amount of routers disposed in a raw.
The following simulations were conducted in the network simulator. We have connected an attacking node, a "gap" , a chain of the nodes which implement the modified iTrace mechanism and a victim into a linear topology. The "gap" was represented by several nodes which do not implement an iTrace mechanism at all. The length of the chain of the nodes which implement the modified iTrace mechanism varied from two up to twenty. The reconstruction procedure was extended to cope with the iTrace messages marked by the other nodes on its way. The purpose of these simulations was to figure out how the chain of nodes influences to the path reconstruction.
The result of the simulations is shown in Figures 6 and 7 . Figure 6 indicates the dependency of the expected number of attacking packets required for path reconstruction on the length of the chain. Figure 7 is a more extended analysis of our result. It shows the number of packets, which an attacking host should emit in order to reconstruct the whole path with a certain probability given in advance.
As the figures indicate, it is not desirable to have a long chain of routers which implements a modified iTrace approach because this complicates the reconstruction and requires more packets to complete the reconstruction. This phenomena is explained as follows. As we mentioned above in Section 3.2, the reconstruction procedure makes a conclusion that the path is reconstructed completely if it receives no new samples of the path. The longer chain requires more packets for its reconstruction and emits more new samples of the path thereby delaying the reconstruction procedure with a conclusion that the reconstruction is complete.
Result
The desired characteristics of an IP traceback mechanism are that it requires a relatively small number of packets for path reconstruction, low complexity of reconstruction, high robustness, and low deployment overhead and cost. We consider all parameters equally important since a low evaluation of one of the parameters opposes using the method in practice. Table 1 indicates that none of the proposed solutions satisfies all the desired parameters. Both PPM approaches have insufficient robustness in case of a DDOS attack but require fewer packets than iTrace for path reconstruction, whereas both of the iTrace approaches possess a relatively good robustness. The deployment overhead is high for all the methods (except the modified iTrace approach) since all of them assume some kind of alternation in routers in the Internet. The modified iTrace approach assumes alternation only in a small and carefully selected part of routers therefore the deployment overhead is less in this case. Summarizing the above, we infer that each of the suggested approaches is directed to solve one particular issue of the IP traceback problem but none can solve all of them.
Summary
In this paper we have closely studied and evaluated four IP traceback approaches proposed during the last years. We have identified four parameters which can be used for the comparison. These parameters are aimed at finding a time and cost efficient approach with high precision. Evaluation of the edge marking approach was based on previously published articles and on our own simulations, while the evaluation of the iTrace mechanism was based on our own research and simulations in the network simulator.
We have also suggested a modified iTrace approach which aims at reducing the deployment overhead.
Conclusion and discussion
The detailed analysis have revealed two main disadvantages of the previously proposed approaches. First, the hop-by-hop path reconstruction is inefficient due to a significant computation overhead, or a long time spent for collecting the samples of the path. Second, the path reconstruction imposes changes in the core routing structure that is not profitable. With this in mind, a conclusion is that it may be a better approach to solve the IP traceback problem locally, concentrating on the first hop router, or the router that connects a local network to the rest of the Internet. The goal of all reconstruction algorithms is to find the sources of the attacking traffic, but the reconstruction of an attack path can actually only reveal the first router an attack packet has passed. Since the first router is of main interest, it would be desirable to find an algorithm that could reveal the identity of the first router, without requiring the participation of all the routers on the path. However, it is not practically to rely only on the first-hop router because it may be compromised or damaged. The better solution would be to include a traceback support into the core Internet structure itself but to limit the overhead imposed by such changes. The modified iTrace approach that we have presented in this article is an example of such a solution.
Our future research will focus on finding improvements in this approach.
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The probability of such an event depends on probability of traceback generating probability A and number of packets ¤ sent by the attacker
Consider for the beginning that the reconstruction of the reverce path from the victim to the attacker is based only on backward links, i.e, we assume that iTrace packets include only backward links. In this case the reconstruction is only possible if all routers emits at least one iTrace packet. Let event ¥ be an event where all routers between the victim and the attacker emits at least one iTrace packet after ¤ packets are gone through the path. The most interesting parameters of this function is the expected number of packets required to reconstruct the whole path and the upper bound (e.g. 90%-bound) of packets required to reconstruct the whole path.
The expected number of packets generated by the attacker required to reconstruct the path from the victim back to attacker is given by the following: 
